
More on the Conference

Thanks to all of you who were able to join the zoom call on

Saturday. It was really encouraging to see so many of you. We

have been able to identify at least 76 different people who

participated either as delegates or as observers. They came from

Churches across the country from Tunbridge Wells in the South

to Buckie in the North.  It was delightful to see the range of

ethnicities and the diversity in terms of gender.   We have a

wonderful, gifted and growing leadership in our churches.  More

than half the churches were represented.  A few had registered

but were unable to sign up on the day.  There was a recording

made of the event and if you would like a copy, please contact us

and we will forward it to you by the WeTransfer service. 

It was so encouraging to hear stories of new life bubbling up in

the various churches that gave us their updates. We know from

our own contact with churches that there is a good deal of life

and growth in FCC. You may wish to know the results of the

voting and they are as follows. 
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An Invitation to Hope

Thought Piece: The
Politics of Grace and
Place

Just a few of the people who were part of our 

Zoom Connect Conference this past Saturday.



Resolution No 1: That Conference accepts the

reports from the Interim Strategic Board, The

Interim Property Board, the Missions Task Group

and the report regarding visa applications. 35 in
favour 3 against.

Resolution No. 2: That the Constitution annexed

hereto be confirmed with the amendment that

the full title of the Fellowship of Churches of Christ

be the Fellowship of Churches of Christ in Great

Britain and Ireland. 32 in favour and 3 against.

Resolution No. 3: That the members of the

Strategic Board who have agreed to be Trustees of

the Fellowship of Churches of Christ (Scottish

Charity SCO10258) be confirmed: 27 in favour 3
against.

Resolution No. 4: That the Interim Strategic Board

now becomes the Strategic Board of the FCC and

the Interim National Council now becomes the

National Council of the FCC (SCO 10258). 25 in
favour 3 against. 

Resolution No. 5: Conference appoints the

following nominees to the National Council:

Yvonne Attry, Pastor Sami Osgodom, Sister Agnes

Rupango, Doug Sembuuze.  All were elected by a
substantial margin.

We look forward Part 2 of our AGM which we hope

will happen after Easter, possibly in May.  Clearly

we will need to follow the advice of the

Government and we will keep you updated with

the date and location of the event.  

Here is what one delegate had to say after the

event:

“Joined in the delegates conference online this
morning, and it was great to see familiar faces
and also faces put to names I have seen and read
about. The team have worked really hard to put
the zoom meeting together and although I am in
the silver surfer league, I found it quite easy to
follow. I want to thank everyone who has agreed
to step into new roles to further this great
fellowship we have, and to remind all the
member churches that we too also have a role to
play to support the work undertaken and to
follow the ethos of our forefathers who had the
insight to realise that we need like-minded
brothers and sisters for support and friendship. So
thank you and God Bless you all.” Anne Ellis from

the Burslem Church of Christ

Action for Children is looking to talk to any

church groups or individuals who are involved in

food banks for families anywhere across the UK.

Our Policy and Media teams are currently looking

at the impact on families who would really

struggle with basic living costs if the Universal

Credit uplift of £20 a week was cut. We’re really

keen to know as much as possible about what’s

happening in real time. Real evidence is so

important to influencing change and developing

support for children and families.

Would you be happy to have a quick phone call

with one of the team to let them know what they

are seeing on the ground? We’d really appreciate

you sparing the time.

If they can, please get in touch with Huw on

huw.beale@actionforchildren.org.uk or on
07718 114 038.
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RESOURCE FOR THOSE
INVOLVED IN FOOD BANKS

https://www.actionforchildren.org.uk/


The organisation Stewardship is offering another session for leaders interested in Trustee

training.  You can access it on their website.  This is what is on offer:

 

Trustee Training Webinar
 

When is it? Thursday 25th March, from 16.00 – 19.30. 

 

Who’s it for? Anyone involved in the governance and financial stewardship of any UK church

or Christian charity along with church leaders.

 

How much does it cost? The standard cost per ticket is £35. If you are a Stewardship client

then a discount of £15 per ticket is applied.

 

How do I book? Book your tickets simply by clicking here.

 

You will receive a confirmation email once your booking is complete. 
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Lent has just begun and Bible Society has a resource to help us access this season of prayer and

fasting.  You can access it by clicking here.

https://youtu.be/9H3ZzyDhlJs
https://stewardship-news.org/P3Z-75YZL-WRN3YY-4CEL89-1/c.aspx
https://youtu.be/9H3ZzyDhlJs
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Over the past few months, a number of mission

thinkers from various denominations in the UK,

Canada and the USA have been thinking about

what mission might look like beyond the

pandemic and within our local communities. 

 What follows is a rather lengthy thought piece

which will not be for everyone, but it is a resource

for those who are thinking hard about the

changing face of mission in our communities.

The Politics of Grace and Place
These hard months have pulled back the curtain

on the fragile nature of our condition. The need for

a life-giving story that can renew us around the

common good is increasingly obvious, making this

a moment of truth for churches and communities

alike. 

In our conversation, the same questions keep

surfacing: how should churches respond – and
what is our role in the new landscape? Something

deep seems to be missing in our civic discourse,

which is calling our churches, even in their

vulnerability, to action. In our earlier letters, we

spoke of a change of era, in which ‘place’ (whether

nation state or local community) is taking a more

important role than in the period of globalisation.

We have pressed for a recovery of ‘parish’ as a

primary way of mending our frayed polity, and the

urgent need to move from a society built around

‘contract’ to one of ‘covenant’. Covenant is a

primary organisational principle for Christian

community and a visionary basis for our political

involvement, being nothing less than a call to

participate in God’s re-making of the world. Having

written about these things, we want to spell out

further what they might mean for practical

change. 

There are many sources to this nourishing stream:

The New Testament and Hebrew Bible, primarily -

also Aristotle, Aquinas, and Catholic Social

Thought. Alongside this, we have the witness and

experience of countless Christian communities

who, in the face of dehumanising powers, have

upheld the image of God in every person. Pope

Francis has returned to this theme - the relational

power of love to resist domination - in his most

recent Encyclical, Fratelli Tutti. 

The church is called to be the embodiment of love

in a desecrated world: the Christian tradition, like

the burning bush, is consumed with that passion

without being extinguished. For all the endless

churn and turmoil, despite our deep flaws and

divisions, this remains the same. Therefore, we are

filled with hope: that, here and now, the promise

of love can be redeemed; that the sacred covenant

between God and his people can be renewed -

right where we are.

No political or economic power formed nature or

human existence. Creation is not a commodity but

a sacred inheritance, and we have a high calling.

As social beings we are made for neighbourhood

and while the past year has bound us together in

new ways it has also revealed our isolation from

each other. We have rediscovered common bonds

but seen too the deep need for co-operation

across different tribes. The re-weaving of our

common life must, we believe, be grounded in

local presence.

This is not about party politics, but new forms of

governance that restore dignity and agency to

people in their concrete situation. It is about how

we live together and negotiate our relationships in

order to exert some control over the environment

around us. We espouse, therefore, a politics of

grace, based on God’s covenant with place and

people. Only this can resist the domination of

worldly power, global capital and the desecration

of the earth. 

It is a politics of relationship, to counter the politics

of abandonment - in which the sharing of

vulnerability can be turned into a mutual strength

and where time spent together resists the divisions

that separate. It is, in the fullest sense, a local

politics that seeks to grow the ability of people to

shape their life and realise the promise of their

environment. It involves an alliance of institutions

in order to shape a common good: drawing

together those who may previously have been

estranged or in conflict.

Many churches have fallen out of relationship with

the place and the people where they are situated. 

THOUGHT PIECE
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The call to relocate our common life is not nostalgia

but stems from a desire to restore the church’s true

vocation as a sign of God’s coming kingdom. This is

slow but holy work, requiring patient attention to our

immediate context and prioritising time spent with

neighbours - more accidental and in situ
conversations than meetings with agenda. It means

sharing meals, walking together, meeting for coffee,

hearing each other’s woes. It will grow awareness of

others’ competencies and gifts and build trusting

friendship across our beliefs, backgrounds and

ethnicities, to the point where it is possible to speak

freely as ourselves, rather than from our clerical or

professionalised roles, and involve the whole people

of God, ordained and non-ordained. In other words, it

is a work of love that can form a bond that will be

mutually strengthening and resilient enough to

withstand events.

The gradual formation of trust with those we love and

serve is transformed over time into an energy, an

ability to act. It may begin as a series of conversations

around a shared task, but from this, relational power

flows. Building such local relationships, open to grace

and new possibility is the basis of a new politics.

Bound together in a mutual love for the place where

we live, we become a people. This is so much more

than 'community engagement': it is the process of

becoming community – a people who formerly were

not a people. 

If this common life is to be covenantal, it must be

durable and its ownership must be local, represent

neighbourhood interests and have a significant

degree of autonomy. It must, therefore, also be

institutional and sustainable. Dependence on grants

can make institutions fragile and prone to being

instrumentalised or compromised. Endowments,

whether established by benefactors, investors,

popular subscription or by the state, can help to

insulate against this vulnerability. In practice, it may

be that a church congregation comes together with a

neighbouring club, or other local associations to form

an organisation or alliance. When centred around an

asset, a piece of land or a building, this will be more

durable. There is something shared to protect, to be

inherited by future generations. 

Those familiar with the practices of 'organising' will

recognise aspects of this vision. The authentic form

never subordinates genuine relationship to any kind

of campaign, however. This is not about mobilisation

or lobbying, but restoring agency and responsibility

to communities.  De-centralising the state must re-

personalise society. 

What might this all look like? Embedded and

embodied, it will be different in every situation. It

might look like the imaginative repurposing of

church buildings or land; maybe the shared

governance of local endowment funds or housing

associations.In every case, it will be rooted in

neighbourhood and intergenerational in character,

with broad-based governance that upholds the

dignity of work and our stewardship of nature. 

Amid the demands and immediacy of the COVID

crisis, it is all too easy for churches to be drawn into

the role of service provider. Nevertheless, genuine

covenantal partnership resists conscription to any

agenda other than that which makes for peace and

builds up our common life. State initiatives are

characterised by short-termism and shallow roots: by

contrast, the church is devoted to this place, echoing

the promise of Christ: "I am with you always."

In practice, the state may take on an enabling role

and operate in a partnership capacity. But the

autonomy of local institutions is vital, in order to

balance power, uphold distinctive customs, skills and

character and to provide contexts where people are

able to grow a sense of belonging and local pride.

From this stronger civic ecology relationships of

reciprocity emerge, not only locally and regionally,

but which can grow international solidarity and co-

operation. 

It is a distinctive contribution of Christianity that it

held every person – whatever their culture - capable

of grace and renewal in the image of God. This new

covenant baptised many tongues into one body and

so we stand for an inclusive politics that

acknowledges the sins of empire and privilege, but

seeks a kingdom that is deeper than racial or cultural

difference. 

The possibility of society based on grace and shared

space is fundamental. This must be sensitive to

dynamics of power yet essentially co-operative,

incorporating varied voices into one story. ‘Parish’

denotes common ground – a fellowship of those who

once were alienated, in which the dignity of every

human person is upheld. Our analysis of oppression

needs to cover both race and class, with a particular

awareness of how economic power is manifested in

each place. Land unifies us all, and our communities

are interconnected as never before. A politics of grace

calls us to explore new associations in which

churches emerge as generous and honest brokers in

building coalitions for the common good. 

Times of crisis are invariably also moments of truth –

and truth must liberate action. The churches’

heavenly vocation starts under our feet and, amidst

the tragedy of this extraordinary season, a gestation is

taking place that presents a unique opportunity to

find again our place in society. It is time for God’s

people to move beyond survival - or the anxious

desire of returning to normal - and write our next

chapter in pursuit of God’s kingdom.


